Nodally Technologies is expanding our team and we have immediate openings for:

Full-Time Software Developers
Technical Requirements: (We are willing to consider new graduates if you are dedicated &
have what it takes to learn fast, & have a real passion for programming)
You possess a thorough understanding of programming and want to advance the state of the art.
You have had experience with four or more, and you are an expert in three or more of the
following bulleted items (categorized for convenience):
General Experience:
- Dynamic Languages (Ruby Preferred)
- C, C++, Objective C (an asset)
- Cryptography (PKI, SSH, Digital Sig.)
- Linux/Mac (Windows assumed)
- Distributed Messaging
- PaaS, SaaS development
- Developer tool creation
- Open Source customs & etiquette
Web/Mobile UX development
- CSS, HTML5, Java Script (MooTools etc...)
- REST, Ruby On Rails, Sinatra
- Mobile development (Rhodes etc..)
Cloud Computing/Virtualization
- Cloud APIs (Rackspace, TerraMark, EC2,
Fog, etc...)
- SSH access (OpenSSL)
- Linux BASH/PERL/Ruby Script (apt-get &
package management automation)
- Open-stack installation & setup an asset
- VM automation (Chef, Fog, Crowbar, Puppet)
- Monitoring (Monit, Nagios, etc...)

Database Experience:
- MySQL, Sqlite, MSSQL, Oracle, NoSQL
Networking Experience:
- Sockets (IPC, INPROC, TCP)
- Protocols (HTTP(S) ,FTP/SFTP ,TCP ,UDP)
- Web Servers & Clients (NGINX, Mongrel,
Rest-Client etc...)
- Server Ops/Dev experience an asset
Process Management Experience:
- Forking processes (daemonize a process)
- Starting/Stoping/monitoring processes
- Starting/Stoping/monitoring child threads
Pragmatic Experience:
- Agile methodologies
- You can work in a team
- You care about what you do
- You understand the cost of ownership of
code (keep it simple and readable!)
- Strong written and verbal communication
skills (English)

Responsibilities:
- Work with your teammates to research, design, prototype, estimate, and document solutions in
an iterative manner.
- Ensure that code is readable, maintainable, and is simple, efficient and well documented.
- Help create user training materials to help others learn and use what you develop (mostly via
screen casts).

A Little About Us:
Nodally believes that great people make great companies. That a highly skilled, motivated and
passionate team can achieve anything. We have a clear vision of how we want to make our mark
on the world and change the way people think about applications, how they deploy them and how
software serves business.
Nodally is committed to building a company of lasting value and believes in shared success. We
are pioneering new ways to develop systems in the cloud and provide a challenging and rich
environment for innovation across many disciplines. We believe in simplicity of design and
elegance of function. We are looking for very talented people that consistently demonstrate skill,
innovation, team spirit, commitment, and passion to be the best.
We are brining new levels of capabilities and agility to enterprise systems, we have a hunger for
new technology and an inventive spirit that drive us to excel. We cultivate a serious but relaxed
culture that encourages each employee to grow to their maximum potential.
We are located in Delta and have flexible work hours and a comfort driven dress code.

Applying:
If you are a self starter that learns quickly with the ability to solve problems independently and/or
collaboratively, and you have a willingness to both learn from and to mentor fellow team members,
we want to hear from you!
Please submit a cover letter and resume to jobs@nodally.com
Please note in your cover letter where you saw the job posting

We thank everyone who applies for their interest, but only candidates selected for an interview will
be contacted.
Nodally Technologies is an equal opportunity employer!

